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“The National Youth Film Academy is a great way
for young people to work together and discover
their place in film. Fortune favours the brave.”
G AR E T H E DWAR DS , DI R E CTO R
RO G U E O N E : A STAR WAR S STO RY
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Start your career NOW
Throughout your time with the
National Youth Film Academy you’ll
meet and work with like-minded people
who want to succeed in British Film.
Contact the National Youth Film Academy Talent
Team to discuss skills and availability
Email: enquires@nyfa.org.uk
Tel: 020 8051 3200

The National Youth Film Academy is proud
to be working with Odeon Cinemas
F ILM S M ADE BY NAT I O NA L YO U T H F I L M ACA D EMY MEMB ERS
HAVE T H E P OT E NT I A L TO B E S C R E E N E D AT O DEO N C IN EMA S
AC RO S S T HE UK .

“The National Youth Film Academy
is a great way for young people to
work together and discover their
place in film. Fortune favours the
brave.”
Gareth Edwards
Director, Rogue One a Star Wars story

“I would recommend the NYFA
to any young filmmaker or actor
wanting to get a real taste of what
the film industry is all about.”

“As a young actor it’s so important
to create your own work and build
your network. The NYFA does just
that.”

“You don’t need drama or film
school. Your film school is to make
as many films you can with like
minded people.”

Matt Smith - Head distribution,
Lionsgate Films

Simon Bird - Actor,
Inbetweeners

Tilda Swinton, Actor
Chronicles of Narnia
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Welcome
Welcome to the National Youth Film Academy.
In this brochure you will find all the information
you will require about the National Youth Film
Academy and the services we provide including our
programmes, opportunities and events.
You’ll also find a transcript from a Round Table
discussion held in January 2019, where industry
professionals discussed things influencing the film
industry. The discussion included topics such as
barriers the industry faces when competing for
talent and how to increase engagement between
schools, colleges and education providers in film.

We hope that you enjoy finding out more about the
work we are doing and we hope to meet you at one
of our events or programmes in the future.
If you have any questions about something you
have read in this brochure, please feel free to
call our office on 020 8051 3200 or email us at
enquiries@nyfa.org.uk.

BOARD MEMBERS
We are delighted to have such a strong
industry board leading the National Youth
Film Academy forward.
		
Kate Staddon Agent - Curtis Brown
Matt Smith Head of Distribution - Lionsgate Films
Saul Gittens Cinematographer ProCam Take 2
Simon Bird Actor - Inbetweeners
Biannca Searle Senior Sales Manager - Odeon
Sue Jones Casting Director
Bill Petrie Agent - BWH Agency
Jack Tarling Producer - Shudder Films
Susi Figgis Casting Director - Harry Potter
John Brennan CEO - ProCam Take 2
Phil Meheux Cinematographer - Casino Royale
Rebekah Smith The Film Festival doctor

Tel: 020 8051 3200
E-mail: enquires@nyfa.org.uk
National Youth Film Academy
7 Bell Yard
London
WC2A 2JR
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5 Star review - accurate as on 20/05/2019

Thank you to our partners:
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Introduction to the
National Youth Film Academy
The National Youth Film Academy is an organisation
dedicated to locating, nurturing and promoting
emerging filmmakers and actors. We work to bridge
the gap between education and employment by
supplying our members with support, guidance and
access to opportunities in the film industry.
The National Youth Film Academy was founded
by Rob Earnshaw in 2011. Rob worked closely in
partnership with the BFI, and together devised a way
to help the best in British Filmmaking and Acting
talent develop their careers in the industry.
In April 2011 a select group of young excited and talent
individuals descended on the BFI Southbank and took
part in the first ever National Youth Film Academy
Introductory programme.
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They were given the task of creating a film in ten days,
with the mentorship of some of the industries top
professionals. On the final day of the programme, the
films were screened in front the UK’s top film decision
makers.
From these humble beginnings, the National Youth
Film Academy community has grown into a very
large but friendly hub of creativity, inspiration and
productivity. Through the academy, members have
gained work on huge films such as ‘Men in Black’,
Guy Ritchie’s ‘Toff Guys’ and Liam Neeson’s
‘Normal People’.
If you would like to find out more about the
organisation please do not hesitate to get in touch
on 020 8051 3200 or via enquires@nyfa.org.uk.
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Some of our previous speakers at NYFA
SIMON BIRD ACTOR, THE INBET WEENERS

SE AN G A SC OIGNE AGENT, UNITED AGENTS

ROB SAVAGE DIRECTOR, STRINGS

Simon Bird is recognised for his work with E4’s
The Inbetweeners and Channel 4’s Friday Night
Dinner, winning the British Comedy Award for
Best Newcomer, Best Male Actor and Best Male
Performance at the BAFTAS.

Sean Gascoigne is part of one of the U.K’s
leading talent and literary agencies, covering
every element of the entertainment industry
and representing an extensive list of client
roster including Jack Whitehall and Sanjeev
Bhaskar.

Rob Savage is a multi-award winning writer
and director, working in features, television and
commercials, his credits include short films
Dawn of the Deaf, Healey’s House and Strings.

IAIN CANNING PRODUCER, THE KING’ S SPEECH
Iain Canning, is an Academy Award winning
producer and founder of See Saw, an
independent film company. Canning’s
credits include The King’s Speech, Shame,
Control and Oscar-nominated Lion.

G ARETH EDWARDS DIRECTOR,
STAR WARS ROGUE ONE
Gareth Edwards has a lot of titles on his
business card. Edwards directed the 2014
reboot of Godzilla and epic space opera
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story.

KAREN LINDSAY STEWART CA STING DIRECTOR,
HARRY POT TER
Karen Lindsay Stewart’s filmography is
boundless, casting blockbusters such as
Harry Potter, The Woman in Black and
Penny Dreadful.
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RICHARD GODFREY LOCATION MANAGER,
THE INBET WEENERS MOVIE
Richard Godfrey is a an experienced freelance
production and location manager working in
large-scale television drama and feature films.
Godfrey’s projects include Four Lions, The
Inbetweeners Movie and Eastenders.

PA UL ALE X ANDER SCRIPT WRITER, RED DWARF
Paul Alexander is a British Comedy writer who
has written and contributed to productions
such as Red Dwarf, My Hero and Life of Riley.
He is currently writing a screenplay for Gold
Circle Films in LA.

MAT T MILNE ACTOR, WARHORSE
Matt Milne is a stage and screen actor whose
career spans across roles in independent and
blockbuster films, including Steven Spielberg’s
War Horse and ITV’S period drama Downton
Abbey.

MAT T SMITH DISTRIBUTOR, LIONSG ATE U.K
Matt Smith is the Head of Distribution at
Lionsgate U.K. Smith oversees the theatrical
release of all of Lionsgate’s films, which include
Out of The Furnace and Only God Forgives.

JOHN BELL ACTOR, THE HOBBIT
John Bell is a Scottish screen actor, who has
played Bain in two installments of the Hobbit
film series, Angus in Battleship, Helius in Wrath
of the Titans and as Toby Coleman in Tracy
Beaker Returns.

PHIL MEHEUX CINEMATOGR APHER,
CA SINO ROYALE
Philip Meheux is an English cinematographer,
who has often worked with directors John
Mackenzie, Martin Campbell and Raja Gosnell.
Meheux’s impressive CV includes work on Casino Royale, Goldeneye, The Mask of Zorro, and
The Edge of Darkness.
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Our Core Values
NO IDE A I S A BAD I D E A

B E I N G S E R I O U S I S FU N

We celebrate originality and support our members
with their ambitions.

We ensure that our members enjoy the experience
of building their career and working in the industry
we love.

W E WORK I N A FRI E N D LY IN D UST RY
We trust in carrying a positive attitude to create
positive actions. Our members are friendly,
respectful and contribute to a positive working
environment.

IT ’ S WHO KNOW S YO U
We do not believe in ‘it’s who you know”, we believe
that it’s about ‘who knows you’. We are dedicated
to promoting our members and their talent to
influencers in the industry.
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O U R ME MB E R S AR E O U R B R AN D
The National Youth Film Academy work hard to
maintain a strong reputation with the leads we have
in the industry. Our members are the face of our
brand, we only accept the very best talent to ensure
that we the most respected talent organisation.

National Youth Film Academy

Become a Member
We are on the search for exceptional young talent to join our powerful
network of like-minded, driven young filmmakers and actors.
Membership to the National Youth Film Academy is based
on a fundamental belief that if you bring talent together,
great things will happen.

MEMBER SUCCE S S
Our members have gone on to star in and work behind the
scenes of major productions such as Amazon Prime’s ‘Jack
Ryan’, Guy Ritchie’s ‘Gentlemen’ and ‘Men in Black’.

We believe that our membership allows aspiring actors and
filmmakers to make the valuable connections required to
progress in their careers, as well as give them the necessary
experience and skills to find employment and succeed in
the film industry.

What will I receive as a Member?
REC OG NITION

C OMMUNIT Y

INSPIR ATION & CAREER SUPPORT

If you pass our interview process you will be recognised as
a quality prospect in film. You will also receive a Welcome
Pack in the post with your membership card, a letter of
recommendation and National Youth Film Academy
business cards.

Meet with like-minded members who share the same
drive and passion as you. You will have access to a range of
exclusive membership networking events and those who
complete the SetReady Course will be able to apply for film
funding and showcase opportunities.

We believe in providing our members with the tools, skills
and support they need to further their careers. Members
have access to exclusive industry seminars and masterclasses. Our team of Talent Executives are also on hand
to provide 1-2-1 career support and advice.
Here at the National Youth Film Academy, we believe
that great achievements deserve to be honoured.
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Our Membership Levels
As you successfully complete different stages of the Membership, you will receive
an upgraded Membership Card so you can showcase your ability with pride.
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WHITE

BLUE

GOLD

Every Member recieves a white card as
standard once you have passed our selection
process.

Members who have passed our SetReady
programme receive a blue card and become
an Approved Member.

Members who demonstrate exceptional
talent receive a gold card and are given the
opportunity to showcase their skills to the
industry’s top professionals.

National Youth Film Academy

Our Members
The National Youth Film Academy
have announced their 2019
Emerging Brits. 49 of the company’s
standout members, 18 filmmakers
and 31 actors, have been selected to
represent the company as the next
generation of talent.
These individuals will team up for the year to produce 3 short films to be premiered at a top
London cinema in November.
Lucy Archer speaks to a selection of the filmmakers and actors about their experiences in the
industry so far and how it feels to be chosen as an Emerging Brit.
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Lara Cooper-Chadwick, 22
Actor
Lara’s first experience of acting was Shakespeare. “Growing
up in a catholic inner-city state school in Portsmouth,
Shakespeare was unlike anything I’d ever experienced before
and I was eager to try it for myself ! I went on to play Viola in
Twelfth Night”. Despite this, it wasn’t until a few years later
that Lara realised her desire to be an actor; “I was becoming
more and more disillusioned by career guidance talks. I
was nineteen, living with my best friend and working as a
bookseller, until practically overnight I made the decision
that acting is what I wanted to do with my life”.
Since that first production of Shakespeare, Lara has
acted in three short films, 4x4, The Proposition and Last
Night, performed in music videos and on stage in theatre
productions. “A huge highlight for me was watching a
screening of The Proposition at London Short Film Festival.
I spent the whole time peeking through a crack in my fingers
because I was so nervous but I left the cinema beaming”.
“The work the National Youth Film Academy does for young
talent in this industry is of the highest level”. In September,
Lara was announced as the winner of the National Youth
Film Academy’s £1k challenge, a competition requesting
scripts for short films from members. As a result of winning,
Lara, along with fellow Emerging Brits John Powell and
Tom Nejad, have been awarded £1000 to make their short
film. “Winning the competition means we have the funding
to turn our script into a reality. It’s this collaborative
community that makes the National Youth Film Academy
so special”.
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“The company’s talent agents work hard to get the members’
foot in the door and I’m so grateful to have that kind of
support in an industry that can be difficult to take first steps
in”.
Following this, Lara was announced as one of the National
Youth Film Academy’s Emerging Brits, “it’s surreal to be an
Emerging Brit. That’s really the only way I can describe it! I
feel very lucky to have this opportunity”.
“I’m hoping that through this programme I have the chance
to work even more on my craft, particularly when it comes to
acting for screen. The industry training is honestly a godsend
and I hope to leave with the opportunity to share my work
with a wider circle of people”.

“The company’s talent agents
work hard to get the members’
foot in the door and I’m so
grateful to have that kind of
support in an industry that
can be difficult to take first
steps in”.
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“Their ethos of wanting to bring like minded
young people together and provide the
opportunities to get into the industry is
something I’ve never seen before”.

Shayan Ali, 24
Assistant Director
Shayan has always been passionate about
making films, however, it was only recently that he
considered it as a serious career path. “One stark
moment that sticks out in my mind is when I made
short films to celebrate my parents’ 50th birthdays.
Virtually everyone was moved to tears by the end,
and I suppose that was the first time I experienced the
power and magic of film”.
Since becoming a member of the National Youth Film
Academy, Shayan has worked on season 2 of Amazon
Prime’s ‘Jack Ryan’, Guy Ritchie’s ‘Toff Guys’ and the
new Men in Black film. “Working on Men in Black was
an incredible experience! The biggest thing for me was
that despite it being a massive production, making
it very easy to be intimidating, everyone on set was
incredibly professional, friendly and a joy to work with.
I now have an official IMDb credit for
a big blockbuster film!”.
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Shayan became a member of the Academy following
completion of the Summer #SetReady programme
2018.

“The Academy has played a pivotal role in my career.
Their ethos of wanting to bring like minded young
people together and provide the opportunities to get
into the industry is something I’ve never seen before.
They have really broken down the ‘exclusive club’
image that the film industry holds, making it more
accessible and showing me that it is an industry that I
can realistically be a part of, if I’m willing to put in the
effort”.
As amazing as it has been for Shayan to be a part of so
many fantastic projects, he has often been one of few, if
not the only, British Pakistani on set. “I’m sure anyone
having worked in the film industry would agree that
there’s a need to push for a more diverse representation,
a big part of that includes making the industry more
accessible and telling young filmmakers that they
can make it big in the industry regardless of their
background. Pakistani culture has so much to offer to
the film world and I can’t wait to be able to showcase
my bit, while hopefully inspiring others to be a part of
this wonderful art form”.
Shayan is one of three Assistant Directors on
the Emerging Brits programme. “When I first
got the call that I got accepted I was jumping up
and down my room in excitement! To be chosen
is a massive compliment and a huge boost to my
motivation to make it in the industry”.
“I’m excited about networking with other fellow
Emerging Brits and industry professionals, one of the
things really important for me is the opportunity to
represent my culture and be someone that British
Pakistanis can relate to and see that a career in film is
possible”.
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Ali Kurr, 25
Director
Ali started directing music videos while studying
to be a fine artist at university. What initially started
off as a fun weekend activity with mates ended up
becoming a way to gain experience in film. “Once I had
made a handful of videos for up and coming artists I
got myself on as many sets, often cooking for the crew,
so I could oversee how other directors worked with
actors”.
Off the back of her first couple of films, Ali was signed
to a production company in London, who provided
her with the opportunity to pitch on music video
and commercial briefs. “This resulted in me making
projects that have since been nominated at the Music
Video Awards and I was named as one of VEVO’s Ones
to Watch. Having not attended film school, working
with a production company has given me an incredible
incite into how the industry works and also allowed me
to develop my own visual style”.
Ali is a Director on the Emerging Brits programme.
“It is great to be part of a programme that recognises
young talent and gives them a platform to showcase
what they can do. Being a female director working in
film feels exactly the same as how it feels to be a man
working in the film industry, I imagine, except there’s
fewer of you!”
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“It is great to
be part of a
programme that
recognises young
talent and gives
them a platform
to showcase what
they can do”.

Being selected as an Emerging Brit was a great surprise
to Ali, “There are so many moments where I have been
unsure of myself, where I was not sure if I had chosen
the right path to enable me to direct the films I wanted
to make. Being accepted onto the programme has
given me an affirmative nod that the work I have put
in over the last five years is driving me towards my
ambitions”.

National Youth Film Academy

Saahir Ghani, 18
Actor
Saahir’s first taste of acting was through a local stage
theatre school. He attended the class for a year before
building the skills and confidence to perform in two
shows with the Kenneth Moore Theatre. Saahir has
been a member of the National Youth Film Academy
since August 2018, when he completed the #SetReady
programme, and has since been invited to auditions.

“Being an Emerging Brit makes me proud as it has
given me that extra bit of confidence and that push that
I need to make it in the industry”. The National Youth
Film Academy has been an amazing stepping stone for
Saahir, “the company not only gives me a platform to
showcase my talent but the talent managers are there
to help me to identify opportunities in the industry”.

“I’ve found the Academy extremely helpful, it treats
young actors, directors, producers and editors as if
we were already established in the industry. This gives
actors like me an insight into what to expect in the
future!”

Our Emerging Brits will finish the programme by
making a short film that will be premiered at Cineworld
in Leicester Square. Saahir hopes to
“create a well-executed product with the other
actors and filmmakers on the programme”.

“Being an Emerging Brit makes me
proud as it has given me that extra bit of
confidence and that push that I need to
make it in the industry”.
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Archie Williams, 17
DOP
At 8 years old, Archie began scripting, directing and
editing his first short films with his brothers and never
looked back. “I simply have never got bored of making
films and love every aspect. My down time will always
be spent watching films, creating my own and reading
about new techniques”.
“So far I have found my journey very exciting. I have
been inspired by many other filmmakers to join their
ranks and I have developed a great passion for making
films and telling stories”.
Archie has independently made six films, assisted on
professional photography sets and completed work
experience with VCCP, the advertising agency behind
many of the biggest adverts on television.
“Sometimes the world of filmmaking can seem a bit
daunting but the National Youth Film Academy have
been extremely supportive, whilst presenting me with
the opportunity to develop my skills as a filmmaker.
They give young filmmakers, like me, an incredible
platform to fulfill potential and access an industry
that is tricky to navigate”.
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Archie is the Academy’s youngest Emerging Brit,
“I feel privileged to be given the opportunity to work
with a group of experienced and talented people who
feel as strongly about filmmaking as I do”.
In particular Archie is looking forward to having a
real budget to make a professional standard film while
working with a team who are dedicated and passionate
about the project. “Every time I have made a film I have
learned something new, the Emerging Brits film will be
another chance to experiment. What I know I will get
out of this programme, from past experience, is great
contacts and a fun filmmaking journey”.

“They give young
filmmakers, like me,
an incredible platform
to fulfill potential and
access an industry that
is tricky to navigate”.
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Grace Englert, 21
Actor
Theatre was a huge part of Grace’s life growing up,
“my mum always made sure my sister and I saw every
west end show and everything at the Royal National
Theatre”. Theatre is what brought Grace to acting,
however, it was her first job working for BBC Radio 4
on an adaptation of Philip Larkin’s ‘Jill’ that pushed her
into pursuing a career out of it.
So far, Grace’s experience lies in radio and film,
“I have two feature films coming out in 2019 and I
am really excited for whatever the future may bring”.
Grace became a member of the National Youth Film
Academy after completing the Set Ready programme
in August 2017. “Out of a lot of companies in the
industry I firmly believe that the Academy has the best
intentions behind it. If they believe you can succeed
they will push, nurture and care for you and your
career”.

“If they believe you can
succeed they will push,
nurture and care for you
and your career”.
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“It is for this reason that I am so pleased and
honoured to be named as one of their Emerging Brit’s.
To know that I have their belief and support is really
affirming. I will continue to push and strive with great
perseverance, tenacity and resilience”.
The main thing that Grace hopes to gain from the
programme is experience behind the camera.
“The programme itself will be so rewarding. I’m really
looking forward to it. I’m hoping to get some fun
exposure with it, I’m really looking forward to how the
whole year is going to play out!”.
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Gideon Asuming, 22
Actor
Acting first began for Gideon in 2010 when he
auditioned for a role in his school’s production of
Grease on a whim. 3 days later, Gideon was cast as
lead character, Danny Zuko. “I was shocked! Ever since
then I haven’t turned away from the stage and I pray I
stay to the very end”.
Since his school days, Gideon has gained experience as
an extra in British Film Brotherhood, directed by Noel
Clarke. “When I was acting in Brotherhood I felt like
this is something I definitely want to do for the rest of
my life”.
Gideon completed the National Youth Film Academy
Set Ready programme in Summer 2018. “The National
Youth Film Academy has been a big highlight for me
this year, I felt that the programme was designed to
help me understand what it’s like in the film industry,
to help me develop my craft as an actor and introduce
me to like-minded individuals who have the same goal
as myself and who have the drive and perseverance
to fight through obstacles that may come our way as
team”.
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Upon receiving the news that he had been selected as
one of this year’s Emerging Brits, Gideon exclaimed;
“It still hasn’t sunk in yet! The Academy have carefully
selected a talented group of actors and filmmakers
to create legendary pieces of art and I am grateful to
be one of them. I want to be able to succeed as an
Emerging Brit and make a stamp in the film industry
with my fellow actors and filmmakers”.

“The Academy have carefully
selected a talented group
of actors and filmmakers to
create legendary pieces of
art and I am grateful to be
one of them”.
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“I think I was
always acting ever
since I could stand.
It is embedded into
who I am”.

Matthew Sharpe, 24
Actor
Matthew was 16 when he was chosen to be part
of National Theatre Connections. As a result he
performed at the National Theatre in London and it
was there, on that stage, that Matthew decided acting
was what he wanted to do for the rest of his life. “I
think I was always acting ever since I could stand. It is
embedded into who I am”.
In 2018 Matthew gained a part on ‘Normal People’
alongside Liam Neeson and Leslie Manville. “It was a
surreal one. If someone had told me a few years ago
that I would have be working on a feature film with
Liam Neeson I wouldn’t know what to say! It was my
first proper gig and it just felt so natural”.
“I think what the National Youth Film Academy are
doing is just amazing for anyone looking to get into
TV and Film, the tools and resources they enable you
with in order to succeed, surpass any youth film or TV
I have ever seen. The best thing is they genuinely care
about their members”.
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Matthew was chosen as one on the Academy’s
Emerging Brits following his completion of the Set
Ready course in Summer 2018. It is an honour to be
chosen as an Emerging Brit! It feels like I am on the
right path”.
The majority of Matthew’s experience is based
in Belfast. He is looking forward to bringing this
experience to London as well as learning new things.
“As part of the programme I’m excited to meet new
friends, make new contacts and work
on some fantastic new projects”.

National Youth Film Academy

Success Stories
Isabella Gale

Adam Nicholls

Camera Trainee on feature
film Lyrebird, produced by
Ridley Scott

Director of Photography
on short film SOIL

“My time on Lyrebird was incredible, it allowed me
to learn from the best in their field – every day I
arrived on set, be it at Twickenham Studios or an
elaborate country house, I couldn’t help but feel
privileged to have the opportunity.
Being a member of the National Youth Film
Academy has hugely opened up new paths for my
career in this industry. On this job I was able to
expand my knowledge of working professionally in
the camera department of a feature film and make
valuable contacts that I plan on working with
again in the future!”
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“The film stars Matt Milne (Downton Abbey,
War Horse) and Bruce Jones (Coronation Street)
and is set in 1850’s Lancashire.
I saw the role advertised on the National Youth
Film Academy Members and Alumni Facebook
page and landed it after sending in my CV and
showreel to Talent Team.
I was really well looked after throughout and it
was a fantastic experience working with such
amazing cast and crew and hope to work with
them again in the future.”

National Youth Film Academy

Talent agencies are often seen as an integral
part of breaking into the film industry.
it eventually got to the point, where I was having
to work to pay off the debts I had accumulated
when I hadn’t been working. I think this is
common for young actors, unless you’re incredibly
lucky straight away you tend to have to work
and act at the same time. I realised that actually
having a regular amount of money coming in was
a lot more joyful than I thought it would be which
make it was quite easy for me to make the decision
to become a full time agent. At that time I was an
agent at an agency that only looked after actors,
I was there for around 15/16 years.
Lucy Archer caught up with United Agents,
Sean Gascoine to discuss his experiences of
breaking into the film industry, the barriers that
are currently in place for young people and his
advice for breaking through those barriers.
L A : HI S E A N , W H Y D O N ’ T W E STA RT W I T H YOU T E LL I N G
ME A LI T TLE B I T A B O U T YO U R BAC KG ROU N D I N T HE
FILM IN D U STRY ?

SG: I started out in the industry as a child actor
from the age of 5. I then went to stage school from
the age of 11 and pursued acting until about the
age of 23, it was then that I made the move into
agenting.
There was a period of about 3 years when
I was both an actor and an agent. I used to work
at my own agents office between acting jobs,
22

Towards the end of my time there I started to
look after Writers and Directors, as well as Actors.
It wasn’t something that the agency did up to that
point but there were a few actors who also write
and who wanted to direct and it made sense to
try and keep them within the agency, so I said
I would be their agent. About 10 years ago I
moved over to United Agents and I’ve been
here for 10 years.
L A : A S S OMEONE WH O H A S BEEN A YOUNG ACTOR,
W HAT BARRIERS DO YOU TH INK ARE IN PL ACE F OR
A YOUNG PERS ON WANTING TO G ET INTO F IL M?

SG: I think there are a huge amount of barriers
in place for young people entering the industry,
especially in this day and age. It was slightly easier
when I started out a few years ago because there

were local authority grants, you could go to places
to train and it didn’t cost you anything to attend.
Those days are long gone! I think the current
biggest hurdle is finance and it always will be.

L A : WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A YOUNG
PERS ON WHO’ S JUST STARTING THEIR CAREER?
SG: I would say first of all, don’t give up! That is
the first and foremost, it can take a long time
and you almost have to do two jobs. You have to
dedicate yourself to the part of the craft you want
to do, whether it’s writing, directing, acting, sound
or whatever field you want to get into but while
you’re trying to get there you also have to support
yourself financially.
I think it’s a lot about meeting the right people and
making friends. When it comes to progression
in any profession the best thing you can do is try
to make friends with people who are already in it
because eventually, as you get to know them more,
there’s a likelihood that as opportunities come up
they will suggest you and put you forward. You
need to meet people in the industry you trust and
likewise become someone they know and trust.
I find in general, if people have the time,
knowledge and experience, they don’t get annoyed
with people asking questions or asking how do to

do things. I would advise to never be frightened of
asking a question, you might get a no, but a lot of
the time people can be very helpful and introduce
you to other people with the potential to positively
influence your career.

L A : WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO S OMEONE
STARTING OUT IN THE INDUSTRY WHO IS LOOKING
FOR AN AGENT ?
SG: It depends on what field you are in. I would
say if you are an Actor, unfortunately the easiest
way is to go to a drama school. At the end of term
both Agents and Casting Directors attend the end
of year shows, that is where a lot of Actors find
their agents. If not through a Drama School Actors
and Filmmakers tend to find Agents through
recommendations from Casting Directors, or
friends who are with the Agent.
Drama School isn’t the only option to learn Acting
or Filmmaking, there are great places across the
UK that aren’t hugely expensive which are a really
good way of getting into the industry. These are
places offering great programmes and workshops
where you’re not running up huge termly fees.

National Youth Film Academy

Odeon is proud to work
with the National Youth
Film Academy to shine
the spotlight on young
British film talent.
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The National Youth Film Academy partners
with Procam to support young aspiring
British filmmakers
The National Youth Film Academy have entered
into a partnership with international camera,
crew, and equipment hire company, Procam.
The partnership which began in December 2018
will run until December 2021, during which,
Procam will be the sole provider of the equipment
required by participants of the National Youth
Film Academy’s #Setready programme, which
runs twice a year.
The equipment will be used by groups of students
to create a film which will mark the first step
towards their careers in film and go on to be
screened to friends, family, and peers.
Equipment will also be supplied to the students
who take part in the National Youth Film
Academy Emerging Brits programme. This
equipment will be operated by young and aspiring
British filmmakers as they create films that will be
screened at the Cineworld in Leicester Square to
an audience of industry professionals.
Rob Earnshaw explained: “Our partnership with
Europe’s leading digital cinematography facility,
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Procam, forms a strong foundation for the careers
of these students to be built upon and speaks
volumes about the company’s desire to support
the future generations of British filmmakers. This
collaboration will give our students the platform,
the knowledge and the technology to bring their
stories to the big screen.”
John Brennan, Procam Group CEO added: “We are
honoured to be playing such a significant role in
the education of these young aspiring filmmakers
and working closely with the NYFA is a pleasure.
Current and future members will gain essential
skills and experience as they learn how to operate
the high-quality, industry-standard equipment
we will be providing. A coherent understanding
of such equipment is a huge advantage that
will enable NYFA’s students to start out with
confidence.”
In addition to supplying equipment to the
National Youth Film Academy, Procam will
deliver masterclasses, lectures, and online videos
for the students that will further their education
in working with camera, sound, and lighting
equipment on set.

NATIONAL YOUTH FILM ACADEMY
GET YOUR FILM SHOWN

National Youth Film Academy

The Programme
The National Youth Film Academy #SetReady programme is not designed
to teach participants how to make film, but to put them in control to develop
a career in this competitive industry.
During the year-long programme, participants are
given the opportunity to train in their chosen field
and meet with like-minded individuals to write and
produce their own short film. These short films will
then be screened in front of peers, friends and family at
a major UK cinema.
Whilst we are presenting participants the opportunity
to create these films, this programme is ultimately a
conference where respected industry professionals
inspire participants with tales of their own first hand
experience in the industry, offering guidance and
advice for the future, and presenting the audience
with the chance to ask their own questions.

Once you’ve competed the programme our talent team
will have the confidence to put you forward for some of
the best jobs in the industry.

Past Speakers
Jason Flemyng, Actor, X-Men
Matt Milne, Actor, Warhorse

Participants must pass the #SetReady programme
before being able to become a National Youth Film
Academy member and / or take part on our 12 month
Emerging Brits programme.

Jonathan Firth, Actor, Luther
Karen Lindsay Stewart, Casting Director, Harry Potter
Paul Alexander, Scriptwriter, Red Dwarf
Richard Godfrey, Location Manager, The Inbetweeners Movie
Herbert Wise, Director, I, Claudius
Sean Gascoigne, Agent, United Agents
Matt Smith, Distributor, Lionsgate U.K
Hugo Luczyc - Wyhowski, Production Designer, Snatch
Shane Collins, Agent, Shane Collins Associates
Sue Jones, Casting Director, Nil by Mouth
Iain Canning, Producer, The King’s Speech
Yasmin Paige, Actor, Submarine
Gareth Edwards, Director, Rogue One: A Star Wars Story
Douglas Booth, Actor, Romeo and Juliet
Phil Meheux, Cinematographer, Casino Royale
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Roles
D IRECTOR

WRITER

CR E W

As the director you will be responsible for
the creative vision behind the film. Working
closely with the assistant director, producer,
cinematographer, editor and crew, you will
define the vision and aesthetics of the film,
and work with the actors to ensure they
deliver the required performance and quality.

The writer will work closely with the directors
and producer to help develop the concept
of the film and create the final script. You
will provide the structure of the screenplay
and work with the actors to help develop the
characters and the dialogue for the story.
During the shoot you will be required on set
to act as script supervisor, ensuring the actors
and director keep to the integrity of the story.

Crew members are the lifeblood of a
production. From setting up scenes, preparing
equipment and even acting as an extra, jobs
are varied and liable to change with each take.
Crew must always be available whenever an
extra pair of hands is needed. During preproduction
you will assist with the initial development of the
project through creative input. Once in production,
you will work with the assistant director to prepare
paperwork, locations, and equipment. On set, you
will work as sound operators, lighting crew etc.

A S SISTANT DI RE CTOR
Working alongside the director, you will be
responsible for liaising with all film crew and
actors to ensure everyone is confident within
their roles in the creation of the film. You will
assist in the development of the story with
the writer and actors, and work with the film
crew in organising the filming schedule and
maintaining order on set.

P RODUCE R
The responsibility of the producer is to oversee
the production of the film project, balancing all
aspects of the filmmaking process. Your main
job is to keep the project on track, including any
financial and legal decisions as well as ensuring
that all crew and actors are scheduled correctly
to ensure that the final product is of a high
standard.
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E DI TO R
As the editor, you are responsible for bringing all
the footage together in order to create the final film.
You will need to work closely with the director and
writer in designing the storyboard and knowing
how scenes will cut together. You will need to be
available on set to watch for continuity errors
that will affect the edit and work closely with the
cinematographer during post-production.

CI N E MATO G R AP H E R
As the cinematographer, you will be responsible
for ensuring the director captures the desired
aesthetics for the film. You will also work with
the producer to source shooting locations and
with the director to ensure that their vision is
captured.

C O MP O S ER
As the film composer you are responsible for
writing the score and producing the music for
the short film.

ACTO R
As an actor, you will be responsible for the
performance. You’ll be assigned your role and
work closely with the Directors, Producer
and Writer in developing your character and
dialogue. It is your responsibility to ensure that
you turn up to set on time and work with the
film crew to maximise the film’s success.

National Youth Film Academy

What’s Involved?
Months and dates change depending on when you enrol.
SET RE ADY L A UNCH
Member Pack
Press Shoot
Networking
Keynote Speaker

Pre-Production (2 Days) (online sessions)
Workshops (1 Day)

ON YOUR DOORSTEP
Regional Networking

INDUSTRY MENTORING
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M A KE I T H A P P EN

MEET YOUR GROU P (ONLI NE S E S S I ONS )

Shoot your film (5 Days)
Film Industry Seminars (2 Days)

S CRI PT DEV ELOP M ENT

National Youth Film Academy

SetReady Mentoring

Our Mentors

Mentoring with Industry professionals.

ACTI N G MEN TOR

You’ll recieve four 1 to 1 sessions with one of our
industry mentors - focusing on the growth and
development of you as an individual.*

SUE JONE S
Sue is a Casting Director best known for
Nil By Mouth and the UK casting of Robert
DeNiro in the Good Shepherd.

WHAT IS A MENTOR
A Mentor is an experienced individual who will
impart their knowledge, expertise and wisdom to
help you achieve your career goals and ambitions.

F I L MMA KI N G MEN TORS
PHIL MEHEUX
Phil is a BAFTA nominated cinematographer
who is best known for his work on Good Friday,
Goldeneye, The Mask of Zorro, Entrapment
and Casino Royale amongst many others.

NIC KNOW L AND
Nic is a BAFTA and RTS award winning
cinematographer who has extensive
experience within the film industry, most
recently for his work on the film Stardust.

LINZY AT TENBOROUG H
Linzy has run production company Thought
Juice Films since 2006. She has written,
directed, produced and edited numerous short
films, commercials and music videos. She
freelances as a Director, Production Manager
and Assistant Director on feature films.

C ONTINUED
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Our Mentors
F IL MMAKI NG ME NTOR S
R AFAEL KAPELINSKI

CL ARE CAHILL

ARIEL ARTUR

Rafael is a film director and script consultant.
His feature Butterfly Kisses won the Crystal
Bear at the International Film Festival in
Berlin (2017).

Clare has extensive experience in
producing films, particularly in the
independent film sector, and is also a
Senior Lecturer at the Arts University in
Bournemouth.

Ariel is a Brazilian-Italian cinematographer
based in London, having lensed over 60 films
between shorts and features with projects shot
in Asia, America and Europe.

NATHAN HANNAWIN

DEREK SUTER

BEN RICHARDS

Nathan is a director and cinematographer
who has worked extensively direction films
as well as directing a web-series called
Augury. He also co-produced and directed
feature documentary, Sleafords Mods Invisible Britain.

Derek is a cinematographer with extensive
experience within the film industry. His
work on Burlesque Fairytales won for
best cinematography at the Seattle True
Independent

Ben is managing director of Animus Pictures,
which successfully produced his debut feature
film Travellers. Many of his movies can be
found on Amazon Prime and his most recent
on Netflix called Furthest Witness. Ben has
produced a 13 part television series for Sky
Showcase.

FIONA BAVINTON
MARK BARRS
Mark is a freelance lighting cameraman/
operator and Director of Photography. His
work has taken him all over the U.K and the
world.Mark is also a member of the GBCT,
The Guild of British Camera Technicians.
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Fiona is a versatile and multidisciplinary storyteller, with credits as writer, director, director of
photography, editor, producer, composer and
VFX producer. She brings her technological expertise combined with her significant creative
talents to her mentoring role.

SACHA BENNET T
Sacha has over 28 years of experience in the
film industry, both in front and behind the
camera – but his true passion is directing.
Along with screen-writing credits on his own
films, Sacha has produced scripts for the likes
of Paramount Pictures and the BBC, and has
created two feature film franchises.Festival.
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The Benefits of SetReady
TO YOU

FOR US

In completing SetReady you will;

In completing SetReady we can;

Learn through doing: work on a live production, to
create and promote a short film and your talent.

Assess your talent over a substantial period of time.

Build your career confidence: focus on your
personal goals to better understand what you want to
achieve in the film industry.
Build professional relationships: with industry
mentors and like-minded young talent.
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Observe the way you behave in a real working set
environment.
Build a working relationship with you to better
understand your career goals.
After completing the programme we can feel
confident that we really understand your strengths as
a filmmaker or actor so that we can help you with your
career ambitions.

National Youth Film Academy

#SetReady Launch
Enter your journey with the National Youth Film Academy,
an exclusive launch at Greenwich.
M EMBER PACK

K E Y N OT E S P E AK E R

Successful candidates will be accepted as National
Youth Film Academy members:
• Membership certificate of your success on
becoming a part of our team
• Letter of recommendation for future employers in
the industry
• Collection of exclusive branded National Youth Film
Academy merchandise
• Career pack

We know the struggles of being a young actor
or filmmaker, there isn’t one avenue to success.
We believe sharing stories encourages our members to
be confident in their career, that’s why we will have the
National Youth Film Academy’s founder, Rob Earnshaw
sharing his story to inspire your own journey.

G ROUP SHOOT
As a new member of our organisation, you will be
cordially invited to attend a press shoot where you’ll
partake in an interview and a professional photography
session. Your Photographs and bios will be forwarded to
U.K’s elite contacts, ensuring they’re informed that you
have become a member of the National Youth Film
Academy and that we are supporting you over the next
12 months.
*If you enrol after August 2021, you will not be included
in the press shoot.
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N E T WO R K I N G
Network with your fellow National Youth Film Academy
participants.

National Youth Film Academy

Membership Networking and Q&As
There are so many opportunities right there on your doorstep.
Finding valuable connections on your doorstep can be like finding a penny in the
dark. It’s important to build a network with other like minded filmmakers and
actors across the country. In addition, meet with industry professionals such as
agents, employers and training providers.
Q& A SE S SI ON
Your invited to a Q&A session with some of your
regions leading professionals to ask them about
your local film landscape.

R EGIONAL NE T WORK IN G
Meet with National Youth Film Academy members
from your region. Locations of regional networking
include: Manchester, London and Birmingham*.
*other areas announced on demand
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Meet Your Group Online Sessions
Meet with your film mentor as you are assigned your film production group.
During these 3 days you will develop your film concept alongside mastering
your craft with workshops ran by leading industry professionals.
P RE- PRODUCTI ON

WO R KS H O P

Create film concept

Master your craft with workshops specifically
tailored to your role such as acting for screen.

Working with a professional script developer as a
mentor, you will be divided into appropriate groups
to develop the premise for your short film which
will eventually be screened to some of the UK’s top
industry professionals.
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Pre-Production
You have a great Script, now develop the concept and raise finance!
SC R IPT DE VE LOPME N T

R AI S E FI NAN CE

Working alongside your Mentor you shall
work remotely with your group to take your film
concepts and bring them to life. Actors, you are
given time to rehearse and develop your characters.

We put you in control. You will be given access to
your own Funding page where you can keep 100%
of what you raise. Raising finance is a vital skill
for any filmmaker or Producer. We give you the
support and opportunity to practise this in a live
environment.

P RE- PRODUCTI ON
Now you have your film, you need to ensure
that locations, crew and cast are locked down.
Working as a collective to ensure that you have
prepared as much as you can to get the best
shoot possible.
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MAR K E T I N G & P R
A great film is nothing without promotion.
This includes promoting not only the film but
the actors. You are given a tool kit so you can
promote your concept and talent as much as
possible. We want you to shout about your
success from the roof top!

National Youth Film Academy

Make It Happen
Now it’s time to bring your film and skills to life.
During these 8 days you’ll shoot, edit and screen
your short film along with taking part in industry
seminars which are tailored to building confidence
and offering advice on how to get a job or
presentation (actors) in the film industry,

SHOOT (5 DAYS)
You will spend four days on location with your
group and film mentor to shoot your short
film.

SEM I NARS (2 DAYS)
You’ll attend 3 days of seminars ran by leading
industry professionals covering topics such as how
to get an agent, what are film festivals looking for
and how to make a film that sells alongside Q&A
sessions with world leading industry professionals.
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Film Premiere
Experience the Red Carpet, You deserve it!
Every film on The National Youth Film Academy
#SetReady programme, will be premiered
on the big screen!.
Once your film is premiered your groups will have the
opportunity to distribute your films to Film Festivals
with the support of the The Film Festival Doctor,
Rebekah Smith.
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Alongside showcasing your work, you will meet
with other like-minded professionals and employers,
rubbing arms alongside some great industry
professionals who could help kickstart your career.
There will also be a key-note speaker in attendance to
offer some words of advice & inspiration.

National Youth Film Academy

What’s Next?
Becoming an Approved Member
The National Youth Film Academy vows to offer continuous
support before, during and after the Programme to ensure that
our members are constantly developing their skills and talent.
‘When applicants have successfully completed
SetReady programme, they may be invited to become
an approved member with National Youth Film
Academy. Becoming a member gives you endless
opportunities to further your career path.
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After the Programme
Once participants have completed the #SetReady programme,
you will become a member of the National Youth Film Academy.
This membership offers a whole host of tools
and opportunities.

RIS E U P
Our RiseUp Programme is where our SetReady
Graduates have the opportunity to independently
write, produce and shoot their own short film.
Successful applicants will come together, create a film
idea and begin the pre-production process. Meeting
virtually, you will plan and prepare everything you
need to shoot your film, before returning to Greenwich
in August for production. Films will then be screened
nationally by our Partner ODEON cinemas.
You must have completed SetReady to secure
your place.
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MEMBER EVENTS
Members are invited to attend workshops, talks and
networking events, presenting the opportunity to hear
from incredible industry professionals, build on existing
skills and meet new and existing members, creating
connections for life.

National Youth Film Academy

After the Programme - £1k Challenge
Our £1K Challenge is all about
encouraging collaboration and enabling
our members to get busy making films!
To do this, at points throughout the year, we ask
for film submissions which are then judged on the
quality of narrative, dialogue, originality, creativity
and coherence.
The winner gets £1,000 to spend on things like
locations, equipment and props to help bring
their short film to life
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Emerging Brits
Every 3 years our most
committed and successful
members are nominated
to be one of the National
Youth Film Academy’s
Emerging Brits.
This is a year long, free, members only programme
consisting of workshops, work experience and
collaboration. Throughout the year Emerging Brits will be
given a budget to work in groups and create a short film
which will be premiered at a top London cinema at an
Industry Screening.
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After the Course

INVESTING IN THE UK’S NEXT GENERATION OF

filmmakers
PROUD TO BE THE NATIONAL YOUTH FILM ACADEMY’S OFFICIAL CAMERA SUPPLIER

DISCOVER MORE AT WWW.PROCAM.TV

National Youth Film Academy

Industry Discussion
How can we encourage more employers in film to take on young people
and what needs to be done to achieve this?”
AT TENDEE S:
Lorna Tucker, Filmmaker
E. Nina Rothe, Freelance Journalist
Elliot Grove, Raindance Film Fest
Deena Wallace, BIFA
Lawrence Atkinson, DDA
Amy Sparks, United Agents
Nahrein Kemp, Film London
John Brennan, Procam
Zoe Rocha, Ruby Rock Pictures
Sam Gordon, BBC Films
Lucy Brown, Trailblazing Women On & Off Screen
Philippa Collie Cousins, UK TV
Philip Weaver, East 15
Simon Bird, Actor
Sonera Angel, National Youth Film Academy Emerging Brit
Dean Smith, National Youth Film Academy Emerging Brit
Ali Kurr, National Youth Film Academy Emerging Brit
ALS O TA KI N G PA RT: Rob Earnshaw, National Youth Film Academy
CHA I R: Jonny Hall, National Youth Film Academy
TAKI N G N OTE S : Lucy Archer, National Youth Film Academy
VEN U E : Brasserie Blanc, Southbank, London SE1 8YL
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As part of the National Youth Film Academy’s launch
of the Emerging Brits programme we held a industry
discussion to explore how we can encourage more
employers in film to take on young people and what
industry can do to achieve this. One of the major
issues is the barriers to entry young people face when
starting out their career and the lack of representation
of women and people from BAME backgrounds in the
film industry so we brought together representatives
from across the industry to discuss and share ideas.

Key themes to emerge included the difficulties young
people face in gaining on set experience; how to fund
said experience when the industry expectations tend
to expect interns to work for free and the need to
better connect industry to education to understand
the opportunities within the sector.

National Youth Film Academy

Rob Earnshaw, National Youth Film
Academy, opened the discussion: “There’s a
lot of people who if they haven’t got the right
connections, or haven’t had much experience,
find it very difficult to get into the film industry
industry. The film industry has doubled over
the past decade which is fantastic, however,
I was quite shocked to read that the intake of
students on film courses has gone down by
6%, despite the fact we have a relatively large
number of graduates who come through film
making programmes.

“These graduates have not necessarily been
trained in the right skills and the supply chain
is certainly not growing as fast as demand.
Every report I read says that employers are
finding it difficult to gain entry level staff
and that can obviously damage growth in
the film industry. It was identified by the UK
skill board, produced by the BFI, that a lack
of cohesion between industry and education
has led to young people not being industry
ready and lacking the soft skills to get entry
level jobs. It has been estimated that we need

another 25,000 workers between now and
2020.
First to introduce themselves and respond
was Procam Chief Executive Officer, John
Brennan. “Procam started 21 years ago when it
was just me. The purpose of setting up Procam
was to bring a new generation to TV and film.
A generation that didn’t have the privileged
background that many people did at the time.
Over 21 years, 500 people have gone through
the process. There’s a good mix of people
who had no background in film, and those
who had been through college. I pick people
based on desire, commitment, passion and
determination.”
“10 years ago if you were a school leaver and
you were unsure of where your career path was
going, you would often be directed towards a
media course. This meant that for every 1 job I
advertised, I had 280 applicants minimum and
they were desperate to get into the industry.
Now that’s different, as you said there is now
a requirement for 10,000 professionals in the
UK to meet the demands of the SVOD’s. They
are attracted to the UK because the UK has
a history of supplying great talent and great
facilities.”
Rob Earnshaw said ”Interesting that you
say that because last year 80% of the top
200 films worldwide had British talent as
leading actors, supporting actors or leading
crew. British talent is massively valued across
the world but for whatever reason there are
reducing numbers in the pipeline and those
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that are coming through the pipeline haven’t
necessarily got the soft skills or the passion,
determination, drive or simply just the
understanding of what it is to be an employee.
Lucy Brown, Greenwich University responded
“I think the key thing is actually working
with industry as partners. We’re focusing on
validating programmes, involving industry
in that process and asking what the shortage
of skills are. It’s about building partnerships
within industry.
“We notice that our students do a lot of outside
work to combat fees and then they’re obviously
exhausted. There’s a big problem with them
then being able to meet industry expectations
of doing free work experience which creates
barriers. One of the things we have built into
the industry programme is work experience so
that they can do it for free.
Philip Weaver, East 15 said “I think there are
a lot of similarities and also a lot of differences
between actors and filmmakers experiences.
On average on the BA Acting course we have
on average 2229 applicants for 34 places. One
thing that I often wonder, is there something
that we can perhaps do or look into offering
for those that are not successful in their
application, such as other avenues of working
within the industry?”
Sam Gordon, BBC Films asked Philp “In terms
of drama school and the courses you offer, how
much of the industry interface do you build
into the course to prepare your students to
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then negotiate their own way in the industry?
Philip Weaver said “A lot. It’s changed
quite dramatically over the few years, we’ve
written new modules such as a professional
development module which runs throughout
the final 2 years of training. We also encourage
students to collaborate a lot. The industry is
very wary of drama schools, we try desperately
to make pathways and connections with
industry but they tend to think that we have a
group of actors that we’re just trying to sell off
onto them to give them work.”
Elliot Grove, Raindance said “Isn’t there a
difference between above the line and below
the line? We have performance programme
and the actors who take this have to decide
between waiting for the phone to ring from
the likes of Amy, or making their own work.
It’s entrepreneurial, a lot of the above the line
skills are about selling yourself, but then there’s
the below the line skills, you can’t find the
people, you need to know social media skills to
find people and there’s a real demand for the
trainers and the employers.”
Simon Bird, Actor, said “I think that divide
that you’ve identified is absolutely right. On
my first day of acting the guy who picked me
up was a runner driver of my age, he had just
happened to apply for the job and over the
years his career has developed with mine.
On the next series of Inbetweeners he was a
runner rather than just runner driver. On the
first day of Friday Night Dinner I turned up
and he was 3rd AD and on the most recent
series he was 1st AD.
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“I think getting on set for filmmakers is
absolutely key. I think you’re right that
Universities need to help people do that as, like
you said, trying to do unpaid work experience
while living in london is near on impossible. I
think acting is very different, it’s all very well
having someone on set who’s interested and
can help move cameras around but having
someone who wants to act you can’t really
offer them anything. I got into acting by
writing and performing sketches at University
and in edinburgh. I sort of wrote my way into
acting, I had to write myself in to perform

because nobody else would cast me.”
Amy Sparks, United Agents, said “That’s really
important, we have a lot of successful writers
who are actors who can’t get work and it turns
out they can write, so they start writing for
themselves and they start to direct and it takes
them down a whole different path.”
Lorna Tucker, Filmmaker, said “I really
believe that when you get a step up you should
be helping other people to do the same, just as
it’s our responsibility to make sure that when
we’re on set or working on a film, that it’s 50%
females on set.

“The producers who are producing ‘bear’ right
now are getting their on the ground producers
looking for crew students who want paid
internships, really supporting people. I want
to know if I’m making something happen
I’m helping out the next generation coming
through.”
Rob Earnshaw said “ It’s the narrative around
this industry, saying, ‘oh are you sure you want
to get into this? Are you sure you don’t want to
have a backup plan?’ These are things a young
person hears every day, so how do you teach
someone to approach agents when they’re told
that they’re going to fail.”
Lorna Tucker replied “You can’t teach
someone to be confident but what you can
do is tell them to practice. I think that’s our
responsibility, to tell young people not to give
up, people have to have that desire to never
give up.”
Dean Smith, Actor and Emerging Brit, said
“Where I come from there’s not much about
in terms of acting, I was involved in drama at
school and the youth theatre, however, up to
the age of 13 I was working on my Grandad’s
farm and when I finished college, went on to
drive trucks.
“Eventually 5 years passed and my mum said
she had seen something online about the
National Youth Film Academy so
I applied to do the #SetReady Programme.
When I first came into the acting world I
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wanted to quit because I felt so intimidated by
my background compared to everyone else’s.
Luckily, the National Youth Film Academy
talked me through it and from then on I’ve
been so passionate about where I want to go.
Sonera Angel, Actor and Emerging Brit,
said “I think that’s why it’s so important
for there to be independent films and
organisations like the National Youth Film
Academy. What I do wonder is, how much
do education facilities support their students
working on independent films?”
Lucy Brown said “It’s still very much an
industry of who you know so the more
you get involved, the more people you will
know, the more confidence you will gain
and of course your showreel will grow. We
encourage students wholeheartedly to have
that entrepreneurial mind set so that they
will take on opportunities.
“I think we need to be aware only 12% of the
entertainment industry are from a working
class background. There is obviously a huge
barrier and we need to think about how we
can support people. I think you can start
off in industry and do your first running jobs
but if you also have other responsibilities
how is that sustained?”
Sonera Angel said “What’s interesting is
that in a lot of the small productions and
independent films that are just starting to
find themselves, there are so many women
and so many people of colour. So what
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happens in between these smaller films and
the bigger films?”
Nahrein Kemp, BIFA, said “Basically on an
indie film people are less likely to get paid
properly so people are more willing to work for
free. I don’t offer any underpaid jobs because
it’s wrong. There’s so many challenges. BIFA
do lots of paid internships in order to make
people not feel like this isn’t an industry for
them. It’s also a lot about communicating our
industry. There are lots of thing that make the
industry appear off putting, when actually
it’s an amazing industry. We need to have
more positivity and less negativity around our
industry as a whole!”

is, if you’re asking for an inclusive community
you cannot say to someone that you have to
work for free. I think that our generation is a
problem because we got cheaper education so
we came along ready to work for free and now

interesting thing, I’ve got no problem with
people working for free if it’s all for experience.
I have a real problem when businesses are
taking people for work experience that they’re
making a commercial gain from.

we’re setting that expectation.”
Rob Earnshaw said “I think that because we
have a skills shortage problem and there aren’t
enough people coming through, we need to
make sure that we do create programmes that
support people coming from lower income
backgrounds, from BAME backgrounds or
whatever it may be. Working for free is an

Lawrence Atkinson, DDA, said “That’s often
the only negative though. We offer unpaid
work placements of a month maximum. I’d
absolutely love to pay everyone who comes
through our company. We are a film PR
company so there’s a certain type of person
who apply for us. We receive primarily female

E. Nina Rothe, Journalist, said “I’d like to
add to that, I’ve been a journalist for the past
14 years and it’s only recently, that I’ve been
paid for my work. For me, the time that I was
writing without being paid is when I learnt
who I needed to be and what I needed to write.
It was a school for me, I didn’t end up paying
for University to learn, but I learnt writing.
“I think we tend to see unpaid positions as
below us but sometimes the unpaid positions
are where you do what you’re going to be
doing and you learn your craft. I think it’s a
wonderful thing to go to an acting school
if you’re an actor and to learn it from a
distinguished professional in cinematography,
but I also think a lot of your learning is going
to be on a film set.”
Nahrein Kemp said “Yes, but the problem
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applicants whose parents can afford to let
them live unpaid in London for a month. We
can’t afford to pay everyone but we also want
to give people a leg up in the industry. As a
commercial enterprise we would have to stop
training people if we paid everyone who did an
internship with us.

Ali Kurr described her experiences “When
I decided I wanted to be a director, I became
quite good at cooking and I got a job doing
all the catering on shoots. I started talking

a background in film, I’ve just gone out and
knocked on peoples doors. I’ve now realised I
need money to make more shorts films so I’m
trying to raise money to make more.”

Lorna Tucker said “Even in last 2 years there’s
so many more females investing in females.
Up until about 5 years ago the private finances
were mainly from men and now there’s so
many more women wanting to support each
other and help. I’ve seen a massive change,
even in the last year, and the power is shifting.”

Zoe Rocha said “As a producer, it’s where
we find most people. I always wanted to
pay people who come in, it’s always been
about experience, people come in work
on something, end up going on a shoot,
learn more stuff and I want to build that.
But when you’re on commission and you’re
under pressure and running out of time, how
can we link up to get people who are great
and are enthusiastic and have some level of
experience. Because when I’m working on a
TV show I need someone with at least a little
bit of experience. So, it’s where they get that
experience, is it on the course they’re doing
or is it where production companies go to
University and offer experience in exchange
for time out of their studies so that by the time
they graduate have some experience?”
Deena Wallace said “That’s something
we’ve done a little bit of. We either hire or
pay our interns, the only unpaid internships
we take are through uni, if you’re tudying
you’re not expecting to earn. Maybe we need
to be formalising these partnerships with
universities to enable that and as you said
give that little bit of training that makes the
workforce coming out that much more
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there’s the will you can make a change. I dont
think its enough to say that everyone just
needs a bit more confidence because we need
to make people who have the power to say ‘OK
I’m going to do this’.”

Philippa Collie Cousins, UK TV said “I
totally believe in 50/50 quotas, I think this
needs to be driven from the top down and
we also have to find money as well. There are
plenty of extremely wealthy people in the UK
who could pay into a fund, so I don’t think
we’re just stuck with the funds that we’ve got. I
think that could be something which is vital to
the DNA of our business. We need to retain our
creative voices. The apprentices we have are
some of the most interesting people there to
talk to and I think we need to encourage that,
it can only enrich you.”
to people and ended up speaking to one of
the managers on set. I convinced him that he
should let me direct the band that we were
shooting’s next music video and to also use
some of the budget to make my own short film.
“I think that because when I’m on set I can be
quite shy, often people don’t think that I’m the
director, I’m trying to get someone to listen
to me. I think that despite how I’m behaving
now, I can lack confidence and I don’t have

Lucy Brown said “In a way the onus of
commissioning or financing film has to be on
the people with the money and we have to look
to Sweden who have managed to get 50/50
parity with the funds that they give across.
I had the CEO of the Swedish film industry
speak at Trailblazing Women on the Screen
and she was saying that you have to have that
intention, you have to make it happen and if

Elliot Grove said ”We have a team of about
10, everyone started as an intern. We get
around 400 applications each year and we only
take 35 interns. Deena is a testament to that,
she worked for raindance many years ago.”
Deena Wallace said “My example is a bad
example because it was all entirely knowing
the right person which is the wrong way round.
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I knew about the industry because my sister
worked for BBC so I learnt those jobs existed. I
think that’s what one of the problems is that you
just don’t know what those jobs are.”
Philippa Collie Cousins answered “We
try to get as many apprenticeships in as
many different areas that we feel we can.
It’s a responsibility, if you’re going to take an
apprentice on you need to make sure that
you are going to be able to offer as many
experiences as possible. I passionately believe
that you need a sense of delusion, I’m sure you
all know at least 5 people we think are amazing
but for whatever reason didn’t have those
other skills to succeed. I’m trying to say to our
apprentices what those other skills are and
what would make them resilient to get through
the shut doors and the no’s or maybes in the
industry.”
Rob Earnshaw said “You mentioned working
as a freelancer, 50% of the industry are
freelancers but the majority of the graduates
I’ve met don’t understand how to register for
self assessment.”
Philippa Collie Cousins said “I think that’s
really true and I think we should be asking
government what the are doing for freelance
workers. I spent all my time building this
career but didnt think about the other side of
it, nobody told me about the other side of it.”
Sonera Angel answered “It’s funny, it’s
because everything was so unstable in the
industry that I made the decision to go into
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Simon was on the advert and that’s what drew
me in. I thought if he can get where he is then
why can’t I? I looked a lot up to you, Simon,
and around the age of 16 the inbetweeners was
really big and it was easily relatable.

film. I was going to be a doctor and that’s
what was expected of me. I realised I wasn’t
happy doing that, it didn’t come naturally, I
was going to have to fight to get an entry level
job so I decided if I was going to have to fight
for something it may as well be something
worth it, that i’m going to enjoy and love. I
think that’s what can get in the way of people
decisions, that they have to do something
stable, especially with the unstable economic
situation in the country. My parents weren’t
happy to begin with but they’ve come round
now, being able to show them my acting has
really helped.”

important.
“Parents perception of the industry seems to
have change. When I went to university years
ago it was very different. I think now you
certainly need to sell it to the parents as well as
the students.”
Sonera Angel said “I think that one of the
reasons that parents are more likely now
to understand their children wanting to go
into that industry is because there’s so many
different ways to engage with the industry and
with the fame. Social media makes everything
instant.”

John Brennan said “I think you need to have
the right mix in the workplace so that you have
a generation that has been challenged, tested
and succeeded. We invite Procam alumni,
now well established in their careers, to come
in and inspire our new starters. In terms of
mentors, everyone who starts with us has a
buddy who they can turn to about anything to
help them on their journey.”

Lucy Brown said “It’s an industry growing,
it’s really exciting, we’re 2nd to the US and
everyone wants to look to the UK, we’re known
for our creativity and for our ideas. If you
tell parents the statistics it is actually really
exciting it’s about delivering what the industry
needs and those soft skills, i think that’s really

Dean Smith said “For me it’s definitely easier
to see role models through social media, a lot
of people you look up to are more accessible.
From the age of 11 I taught myself through
YouTube to streetdance. I decided I wanted
to do something nobody else did. When I saw
the advert for National Youth Film Academy

The discussion was closed by discussion chair
Jonny Hall who thanked everyone for coming
and for their input. He said that the outcomes
of the discussion would be reported in the
Emerging Brits brochure.
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How to Interview
STEP ONE
STEP T WO
VIRTUAL OPEN DAY / TALENT
GROUP SE S SION
APPLICATION

STEP THR EE
1-2-1 INTERVIEW

STEP FOUR
2ND INTERVIEW

Introduction to NYFA and guidance on how to
apply for the programme. You will also take part
in a virtual group session where we assess your
ability to work as part of a team.

If we accept your talent application, you will be
invited for a 1-2-1 interview over zoom where we
will assess your drive and ambition to work in film.

You will be asked to attend a 2nd interview with
a NYFA talent manager who will review your
application and provide you with the outcome of
your audition / interview along with a welcome call.

Submit your talent application. Actors will send a
self-tape. Filmmakers will send evidence of your
work and or / career ambitions.

YOU’RE IN!
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How We Select Students
Across the National Youth Film Academy programme there are a very wide range
of opportunities and roles, some of which are more competitive to get into
than others.
For all positions, the applications we receive outnumber
the offers we are able to make. All applications that
meet our minimum entry level requirements and
specific deadlines will be independently considered by
at least two industry professionals to ensure fairness.

• Applicants who live in an area where the facilities in
the area are significantly poorer than in others.

OPPORTUNIT Y FOR ALL

OTHER FACTORS

We recognise that applicants will have differing
backgrounds and experience and not all will have had
the same opportunities to demonstrate their potential.
For us to identify those with the greatest capacity to
benefit from the programmes and opportunities,
the National Youth Film Academy seek to put
relative artistic achievements in context through the
consideration of a range of factors. These may include;
• Applicants for an area where a small proportion
of young people progress into the entertainment
industry
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• Those whose parents or guardians have
not previously had any involvement in the
entertainment industry.

We pay attention to all the information included in your
application during the selection process. This includes
any evidence you provide in your personal statement of
relating to your commitment, motivation and readiness
for the film industry, and your suitability for the chosen
role on the programme. Your application will also be
assessed for particular skills, qualities and attributes
that will contribute to making the programme a
success for everyone involved.

WHAT ARE YOUR CHANCE S OF GET TING AN OFFER?
Spaces are very limited on both of our programmes
and demand is high. As a result, we are unable to
offer a place to all those who meet our minimum
requirements. However, we are committed to offering
opportunities to as many young people as possible, and
therefore we offer other opportunities throughout the
year, as well as ongoing communication, support and
guidance. Please do not be discouraged to send in your
application, as we will endeavor to assist you as much
as we can!
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Money Matters - Programme Fees
P ROGR AMME FE E S

PAYME N T ME T H O DS

The National Youth Film Academy charges £1335 if you pay in full,
£1469 if you pay over 3 months, £1602 if you pay over 6 months,
£1735 if you pay over 12 months.

The National Youth Film Academy offers a variety of payment
methods including bank transfer and over-the-phone payments.
We do not accept cheques.

The National Youth Film Academy uses the programme fees
to cover the following costs;
• Venue Hire
• Insurance
• Equipment Hire
• Event Screening (closing ceremony)
• Tutor Fees
• Promotional material
• Staff
• Mentor fees
By offering bursaries, we have an open door policy and will
not exclude members if they cannot afford our fee. The National
Youth Film Academy prides itself on providing the highest quality
programme possible.

A D D IT I ONAL C O STS
All students will have to carry the usual cost of living such as
expenses for travel, food and socialising. We recommend that
each student allocates a minimum of £15 per day to cover these
expenses. In addition they will have to cover accommodation
as listed below.
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BU R S AR I E S
‘We can offer up to 75% off programme fees subject to eligibility.
We want to attract the very best students regardless of their
financial circumstances or location, which is why we offer
a number of entrance bursaries. Our bursaries are designed
to provide financial assistance to help students support
themselves during their education. We can offer up to £500
for a Programme bursary.
For more information on these bursaries, please
email: info@nyfa.org.uk or call 0191 348 0137.

89 %
95%
98%
89 %
91 %
96%

of members agreed the programme
‘was value for money’.
of people said… I am more likely
to get a job in the film industry
after attending the National Youth
Film Academy Programme.
of people said… The facilities on the
Programme were of a high standard.
of people said… The National
Youth Film Academy #SetReady
Programme was value for money.
of people said… The #SetReady
Programme was better than other,
similar Programme I have attended.
of people said… I would recommend
the #SetReady Programme to a
friend.
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Confidence for Friends & Family
All participants of the #SetReady programme are hosted in a safe
environment in which all programme tutors are DBS checked.
There are 2 members of staff for every 20
participants and they are on hand 24/7 at the venue
and accommodation to help out when needs be.
Friends and family are invited to the final screening
of the short films which takes place at the end of
the 10 days, where they have the opportunity to
come together and witness and celebrate all that
our #SetReady participants have achieved.
Though we can’t guarantee employment for all of our
members, we can guarantee that they will walk away
with more confidence, employability skills and will
have achieved something that you can be proud of.

BAFTA Children’s Awards
November 2018 with
1K Challenge winner
Lara Cooper-Chadwick
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Take your first step and join
the most exciting network of
talented young filmmakers
and actors.
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Tel: 020 80513200 / E-mail: enquiries@nyfa.org.uk / nyfa.org.uk
National Youth Film Academy, 7 Bell Yard, London, WC2A 2JR
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